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INTRODUCTION
Consider the problem of communicating a message to a distant terminal through a stationary, additive noise channel. The message is assumed in the form of binary data bits. This binary alphabet (0, 1) could be encoded into the channel using two time limited signals, Sl(t) and S2(t), to transmit respectively a "0" or a "1". Denote by 12 the signal space that contains Sl(t) and S~(t) and let $1 = (811, 812, "'" , 81l) $2 = (s2~, s2~, ... , •,) be their respective vector representation in ~.
Denote by Q = probability of Si being transmitted.
1 -Q = probability of $2 being transmitted.
Assume that the transmitted signal S~(i = 1, 2) at the nth transmission is corrupted by additive, stationary noise, and it is received as a random, /-dimensional vector
where N is the projection of the noise into the signal space ~. Consider a partition of the signal space 9 into two regions such that which defines a binary channel model. Using this binary channel model and assuming that Q, p~, and p2 are known, the probability of error in deciding which signal caused X~ is minimized by deciding in favor of the signM with the largest a posteriori probability. In this paper the parameters Q, p~, and p~. are assumed unknown, and a coding scheme is indicated which is sufficient for estimating these parameters. This is not possible if the signals are transmitted as indicated previously in this section, because consistent estimators for the three parameters do not exist (Patrick and Hancock, 1966; Teicher, 1963; and Patrick, 1968) . Since the receiver never is told which signal gave rise to a receiver vector X, estimation takes place without supervision.
I. CODING SCHEME The coding scheme used in the Introduction for defining the binary channel is inadequate for estimating the channel parametesr pl, p2, and Q. But if the binary alphabet (0, 1 ) is encoded as follows 0:transmit Sl(t) v consecutive times 1:transmit S2(t) v consecutive times then consistent estimators for pl, p2, and Q can be constructed. It will be shown (Appendix B) that a necessary and sufficient condition for estimating pl, p2, and Q is v _-> 3; when Q is known, a necessary and sufficient condition for estimating p~ and p2 is v -__ 2 (Appendix A).
In Section II, this problem is formulated mathematically, and in Sections III and IV moment estimators for the parameters Q, p~, and p2 are constructed and their properties studied. Finally, in Section V, two practical applications of the coding scheme are presented.
II. THE MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM
At the sth transmission, either $1 or $2 is transmitted v consecutive times. The received vectors X~ I , X~, .-. , X~, are in I1 ~ times where = 0, 1, 2, • • • , v. Because these received vectors are statistically independent, the probability density function for ~ is binomial given S~ transmitted; that is
The probability density function for ~ is
which is ~ parameter-conditional mixture I of two binomial distributions
The phrase "parameter-conditional mixture" was coined in Patrick and Hancock, (1966) for mixture probability density function's such as (2) which should be written p[X, = a I pl, p~, Q] in Bayes estimation. To avoid notational complexity, the conditioning will be implied in this paper. (Patrick and Hancock, 1966; Teieher, 1963; Rider, 1961 ) . It is sho~ in these references that if v > 3, then pl, p2, and Q can be uniquely determined given p[X = a], for all a. The problem is to exhibit moment estimators for pl, p2, and Q, which are consistent, (that is, the variances of the estimators approach zero as n approaches infinity). For the rest of this work, pl -~ p~ and Q ¢ 0 will be assumed.
III. MOMENT ESTIMATORS FOR PARAMETERS OF A PARAMETER-CONDITIONAL MIXTURE OF TWO BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTIONS
The method of estimating the parameters @i, p2, Q) of a parameterconditional mixture of binomial distributions, using moment estimators, has been treated by P. Rider, 1961. He did not however, give necessary and sufficient conditions for the moment estimators to be consistent. In this section and Section IV, we summarize Rider's work, and also consider the special case where Q is known. Finally necessary and sufficient conditions for the estimator to be consistent are given. A detailed discussion of these conditions is in Appendices A and B in the form of two propositions.
To obtain moment estimators, we first use the moment generating function for the mixture (2) to find its moments. The moment generating function of X is given by Hogg and Craig, 1965 .
where g. A_ 1 -pj the first, second, and third moment of X are given respectively by:
We will consider separately the case when Q is known and pi and p~ are unknown, and the case when Q, px, and ps are all unknown.
Q KNOWN
If Q is assumed known, then Equations (5) and (6) 
In Appendix A it is shown that when Q is known, the sign ambiguity of Equations (7a) and (7b) and },8 is the value of the random variable ~ at the sth observation. Properties of these moment estimators will be considered in Section IV.
O U~KNOW~
For the ease where Q is also unknown, (this ease was treated by P. Rider). Equations (4), (5), and (6) are solved for pl, p2, and Q simultaneously as follows:
Rewrite Equations (4), (5), and (6) to obtain
solving (11a) for vQ(p~ -p2) and substituting the result in Equations (11b) and (11c) we obtain
Introducing ~ new set of variables
in Equation (12a) and (12b) we obtain
Solving for T in (14a) gives
and substituting it in (14b) gives an expression for S in terms of the moments:
The expressions of pl, p2, and Q in terms of S and T are (solving (13a) and (13b)):
Again there is a sign ambiguity. In the Appendix it is shown that a unique solution for pl, p2, and Q exists if and only if v >= 3. Assuming p2 > pl and letting p2 correspond to the plus sign in (16a), we obtain:
and because Q is the a priori probability of class 1, we take the minus sign in (16c) to obtain
Actually, the uniqueness problem implied by (16a) and (16b) amounts to a "change of labels;" that is, we can label class 1 as that class with the smallest solution (16a) or the largest solution (16a). Equivalently, we can label class 1 as that class with the smallest a priori probability or the largest. Estimators for pl, p2, and Q result if the sample moments are substituted in the corresponding expressions of S and T. The asymptotic properties of the estimators outlined in this section will be considered in the next section.
IV. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF MOMENT ESTIMATORS
For the case where the mixing parameter Q is known the estimators for ~1 and p~ are given respectively by:
are functions of the first and second sample moments The estimators ~1 and/~2 may be regarded either as functions of two arguments ~2 and 7~ " -~ or replacing X and X by their expressions in terms of the sample values, as function of n variables M, ~2, "" , ~,.... • Furthermore we observe:
(i) In some neighborhood of the point ~2 = E{X2}, ~ = E{X} the functions #1 and ~2 are continuous and have continuous derivatives of the first and second order with respect to the arguments ~ and ~.
(ii) for all possible values of Xl, i = 1, 2, ... , nl#~. I < n 2. It can be shown (Cramer, 1946 , Rider, 1961 that the expected values of #~, #2 and their respective variances are given by:
= pl + o(1/n)
E{~} = E{~I} + (E{~} --E~A})
+ o(1/n) the expected value of/~1,/~2 and Q, using the extended form of the theorem used in the case of known Q, are given respectively by:
Therefore/~,/~ and Q are asymptotically unbiased estimators. The variances of/Ji,/~2 and Q can be obtained similarly, but because of the cumbersome Mgebra involved this was not attempted.
v. APPLICATIONS
In this section two examples of applications of the coding scheme, described in this paper, are presented. In order to achieve simplification, the signals $1 and $2 in these examples are assumed one-dimensional. Extension to multidimensions is straightforward.
EXAMPLE I
Consider a case where the receiver has knowledge of the channel statistics and the encoded aiphabet 3 (i.e., $1 and S~), but has no knowledge of the signal probabilities. It is assumed that the channel noise is a gaussian process of zero mean and variance ¢2. It is a well-known result that the decision boundary (threshold) used in deciding which signal is transmitted, with minimum probability of error, is given by
where Q and (1 -Q ) are the a priori probabilities of the signals. When the system has no knowledge of Q, it is reasonable to assume Q = ½; but such an assumption would be disastrous for cases where the signal-ton In both examples, l = 1 for convenience. noise ratio is marginal and the true value of Q ~ ½; because then the first term of (24) is significant. If the new coding scheme is used, then the receiver can start by assuming Q = ½, and update the decision boundary (threshold) with an estimate of Q using equation (22e). A block diagram of such a system is shown in Figure 1 .
EXAMPLE 2
In the previous example it is assumed that the channel statistics are known. This restriction is now relaxed. The a priori knowledge available to the receiver is knowledge of the center of inertia of $1 and $2, i.e.
S --½($1 q-$2) (26i
If the new eodifig scheme described in Section I is used, an optimum decision rule against the available a priori knowledge is
announce S~ where X is the number of times the signal exceeds the threshold (see Section II). Substituting the corresponding expressions for f(X [ $1) and f(X l $2) in the above decision rule, and then taking the logarithm of both sides, the decision rule can be expressed as follows announce $1 if 
Decisions
If the parameters pl, p2 and Q are unknown they can be estimated using equations (22a), (22b), and (22c) in Section IV. A block diagram of a communication system with the above capabilities is shown in Figure 2. vI. CONCLUSIONS Binary codes are constructed for communicating an alphabet consisting of two letters over an unknown, stationary binary channel. The a priori probability (Q) of the letter denoted as class 1 is learned without supervision according to Equation (17c), with sample moments substituted in the corresponding expressions for S and T. If these codes are used, it is thus possible to learn the a priori class probabilities without supervision. This has application in communication problems where a priori class probabilities are time varying, but may be assumed fixed over a short time period during which unsupervised learning takes place. Proof. The moment generating function of the binomial distribution is given by
M~(t) --M2(t) (A-7)
Since all derivatives of M1 and M2 exist, an equivalent way of expressing (A-7) is
M~(t) -dt ~ -M~(t) (A-S)
for all n and aUt. It should be pointed out that if n > v, then only the first v derivatives are linearly independent. On the other hand, if n < v, all n derivatives are linearly independent. Without any loss of generality let n _>-v and consider the first two derivatives of both sides of equation (A-7), evaluated at t = 0, to obtain
Equations (A-9) and (A-10) are linearly independent and can be solved for p~ and p2 to obtain:
Solution (A-14) has to be dismissed because it violates hypothesis (A-3b). The fact that for v >= 2 a unique solution for the system of equation (A-9) and (A-10) results, and proves the sufficiency of conditions (A-3c). Now consider the case where v = 1, then from (A-l), (A-2), and (A-3a) we obtain
Both equations (A-15a) and (A-15b) simplify to
Equation (A-17) implies that for v = 1, less than two, there are infinite many solutions, which proves the necessity of condition (A-3c).
APPENDIX B
PROPOSITIOn. Let 91 = {F()`, v, p'), i = 1, 2} and 92 = IF(), , v, p2) 
Pl ~ P~ for all n and M1 t. But as in Appendix A, if n > v, only the first v deriwtires of (B-4) are linearly independent. Consider the first three deriwtires of both sides of (B-4), evaluated at t = 0 to obtain: Substituting (B-14) into (B-12) and (B-13) we obtain two identical equations, namely
